
Five Learning Methodologies

Warwick John Fahy uses these methodologies to increase training effectiveness:

1. Action Learning

2. Facilitated Discussion

3. Five Sense Engagement

4. Full Group Participation 

5. VAK Learning Styles 

1. Action Learning:  Learn by doing
Action learning is a fun and dynamic methodology to develop skills

outside the classroom.  Adults retain learning points at a much

higher rate (up to 90%) when they are involved in learn-by-doing

activities. Small group work is used to maximize opportunity for

participants to put skills into practice.

2. Facilitated Discussion: Everybody's voice is heard
Facilitated discussion is an essential part of the learning cycle.

Following an activity, time is allocated to reflect and talk about

what just happened. This allows group sharing which increases

understanding. Essentially, everybody's voice is heard which

increases respect and involvement among participants. 

Facilitation is a professional skill that takes time to develop

through practical experience and systematic training on specific competencies.  Facilitated

discussions are designed by Warwick John Fahy, one of only two Certified Professional Facilitators

in Shanghai. 

3. Five Sense Engagement: Memorable experience 
Five sense engagement creates whole brain learning. A unique

memorable experience is created through vivid colors, music, song,

multimedia and acting techniques. This stimulates creativity and

innovation which helps participants take away the key learning

points, themes and memories long after the day is finished.

Learn more about how Warwick adds value to his workshops at www.warwickjohnfahy.com



4. Full Group Participation: Bringing out everybody's

best 
Full group participation helps everybody buy into the program.  A

common problem faced by is that participants have differing

attitudes and motivations. Not everybody is keen to get involved

and share. We skillfully create an environment that allows everyone

to feel comfortable to step out of their comfort zone and take part in

the activities.  

5. VAK Learning Styles: Visual, auditory, kinesthetic
VAK learning styles ensures that everybody's preferred learning

style is used. The three main learning types of visual, auditory and

kinesthetic are designed into our activities and debriefs so that

learning is enhanced. We look for the fun in learning.  And we find

ways to learn through fun.  Every workshop is practical, clear, lively

and humorous.   and uses an active, fun and experiential approach to

group learning.

Learn more about how Warwick adds value to his workshops at www.warwickjohnfahy.com


